
WRITE A PROGRAM USING FINAL KEYWORD IN JAVA

When a variable is declared with final keyword, its value can't be modified, essentially, a constant. //Java program to
demonstrate different When to use a final variable: . You can not make a class immutable without making it final.

We should declare strategies with a final keyword in Java, that we tend to needed to follow constant
implementation throughout all the derived classes. Otherwise, overriding them can affect the work of callers
and cause surprising results. Therefore, a Java final variables must be used for the values that we would like to
keep constant throughout the execution of a program. If our constructor calls other methods, we should
generally declare these methods final for the above reason. A blank final static variable is initialized within a
static block. We can not extend them. Because a final class never has any subclasses, the methods of a final
class are never overridden Using final to prevent overriding: When a class is extended by other classes, its
methods can be overridden for reuse. There may be circumstances when you want to prevent a particular
method from being overridden, in that case, declare that method final. A final variable may only be assigned to
once and its value will not change and can help avoid programming errors. One example is the String class.
Several classes in Java are final e. This also applies to arrays, because arrays are objects; if a final variable
holds a reference to an array, then the components of the array may be changed by operations on the array, but
the variable will always refer to the same array. We can change the properties of this object freely. If you want
to make any non static data member as a blank final variable then it has to be initialized via constructor only.
You cannot create a class immutable while not creating it finally. Any attempt to inherit from a final class will
cause a compiler error. The main purpose or reason of using a final class is to prevent the class from being
subclassed. Final Fields Final fields can be either constants or write-once fields. He is a software professional
post graduated from BITS-Pilani and loves writing technical articles on programming and data structures. For
static final fields, this means that we can initialize them: upon declaration as shown in the above example in
the static initializer block For instance final fields, this means that we can initialize them: upon declaration in
the instance initializer block in the constructor Otherwise, the compiler will give us an error. A final variable
can only be explicitly assigned once. Conclusion In this article, we learned what the final keyword means for
classes, methods, and variables. A final class cannot be extended inherited. Thanks for reading! To do this we
use final keyword with method declaration. Once a final variable has been assigned, it always contains the
same value. Can't override. Hope you like our explanation. Post navigation. Final variables can be declare with
static keyword in java and treated as constant. String, Integer and other wrapper classes. The subsequent
fragment illustrates final keyword with a method: package com. In other words, we lose extensibility, one of
the benefits of object-oriented programming. Please write comments if you find anything incorrect, or you
want to share more information about the topic discussed above. Using final to prevent inheritance: If you find
a class's definition is complete and you don't want it to be sub-classed, declare it final. See your article
appearing on the GeeksforGeeks main page and help other Geeks. What are the uses of final keyword in Java?
The Object class does thisâ€”a number of its methods are final.


